The Most Automated & Scalable Video Platform

CAPTURE

Record from any device, anywhere.

Record it all with just a click – from
recorders to software capture, to
your own smartphone, we’ve got
you covered.
• Automated Software Capture
• Recorders for Any Room
• Micro Content
• Video & Web Conference Recording

TRANSFORM

Enhance powerful content.
You don’t have to be a tech wizard with Mediasite’s easy to
use editor and robust customization tools.
Security

End-to-end protection of your entire video library and all content
creation, management and editing functions guarantees only
authorized users have access to any video or tool.

Custom Players

Empower content creators and viewers to customize the playback
experience and maximize learning. Add your own banners and
themes, or pick from Mediasite’s built-in library of players.

Captioning & Speech-to-Text

Speech-to-text integration meets accessibility needs and gives
users deeper insights than ever before into their data. Create
cleaner transcripts, more accessible videos, and better study
tools for all.

ENGAGE

Connect with your audience.
Maximize the impact of your videos with interactivity
and engagement tools.

Annotations, Polls & Commenting

Allow viewers to interact with peers and
capture feedback in real-time.

Dynamic Video Hubs

Build your own video library within your
LMS, CMS, portal or site.

In-Content Search

Search for anything said or written, in
multiple languages, in any video or slide.

Quizzing

Measure progress and give real-time
feedback on viewers’ understanding.

ANALYZE

Data at your fingertips.
The result is deeper learning, better collaboration, and valuable
feedback you can use to improve content.

Intuitive Analytics

See exactly who is watching what
and when.

Success Metrics

Gauge viewer engagement in realtime to learn what works.

4,900 organization trust Mediasite
for video done right.
Are you ready to join them?
Learn more at mediasite.com
We got a 100% return
on investment within 30 days
of using Mediasite.”

Mediasite allows students
to focus more in class.”
We teamed up with
Mediasite Events to power

It’s remarkable what a
difference incorporating video
into our teaching and learning
strategy has made.”

Citrix Synergy TV, which
offers on-demand viewing of
the keynotes and breakout
sessions within hours of their
completion.”
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